THE JOURNEY
Consultation Summary & Plan Overview

NORTHERN TERRITORY HUMAN SERVICES INDUSTRY | 10 YEAR PLAN

BACKGROUND
The human services industry in the Northern Territory (NT) plays a vital role in the
lives of Territorians. Access to high-quality services contributes to the wellbeing
of individuals and the welfare of the community as a whole, underpinning
economic and social participation.
The human services industry however, is in a period of significant change,
with increasing demand for services, the growing complexity of population
needs, and increased costs associated with new and more complex service
provision demands.
Ongoing social policy changes and reforms, led by the Australian and Territory
Governments, will also have a major impact on the way human service
organisations operate.
Despite working for the same cause, it was recognised that the different
sectors, and many organisations operating within those sectors, were
working in silos. Disconnected by systemic issues such as restrictive and
competitive funding contracts, complex case management models and even
deficiencies within their own operating capacity, there was a genuine need to
unite the sectors to provide strength and resilience.
To make sure that no Territorian would fall through the gaps.
Committed to supporting the ongoing development of the human services
industry, the Northern Territory Government supported the planning
and development of the Industry Plan. Informed by Industry, the plan has
been developed by National Disability Services Northern Territory (NDS NT),
in partnership with Aboriginal Medical Services Alliance Northern Territory
Aboriginal Corporation (AMSANT), and Northern Territory Council of Social
Services (NTCOSS).
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ABOUT THE INDUSTRY

NT HUMAN SERVICES SUPPLY CHAIN

Health and social assistance is one of the largest
employers in the NT(1).
Nonetheless, the NT is a unique context for the delivery
of human services. A small and sparsely distributed
population of 247,159, being 1% of Australia’s total
population, spread over 17% of Australia’s landmass(2),
presents challenges for service delivery. Of the NT’s
population, 30.3% are Aboriginal or Torres Strait
Islander, with 79% of the NT’s Aboriginal population
living remote and 70% speaking a language other than
English at home(3).
The NT human services industry is diverse, with
organisations of different sizes, locations, specialities,
resources and governance models. Some
organisations deliver specialist services and work with
specific groups of people. Others deliver a wide range
of services to help meet the different needs of people
and families of a specific community or place.

NT HUMAN SERVICES INDUSTRY ECO SYSTEM

Many organisations share the challenges of complex
population needs, vast distances and remote service
delivery, small workforces, service gaps and the high
cost of delivery. Despite these common issues, there
is no “one-size-fits-all” response to the challenges
experienced by the NT Human Services sector.
Because people often have a range of interconnected
needs that one service type alone cannot address, it is
important the Industry, also strong in its diversity, has
unifying values, goals and aspirations.
(1)
(2)
(3)

NT Department Trade Business and Innovation
NT Government 2018b, p7
NT Government 2018b, p4
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WHO IS THE HUMAN SERVICES INDUSTRY?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Youth
Seniors
Women’s Services
Family
Men’s Services
Gambling
LGBTIQ+
Disability
Housing and Homelessness
Community Mental Health
Community Legal Services
Financial Hardship and Crisis
Community Health
Community Safety

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alcohol and other Drugs
Carers
Domestic and Family Violence
Sexual Assault
Culturally/Linguistically Diverse Services
Migrant and Multicultural Support
Aboriginal and Torres Islander Services
Child Protection/Out of Home Care
Home/Community Care (inc Aged
Care)
Community Employment Services

THE INDUSTRY PLAN

CONSULTATION WITH THE INDUSTRY
Led by the NT Human Services industry, the consultation
process took on a collaborative approach to ensure
maximum engagement and opportunity for success and to:
•

Unify and strengthen the industry to work together
on what outcomes are needed

•

Capture the industry’s collective wisdom and
innovation

•

Set the vision

The Human Services Industry Plan is for:
•
•
•
•

Peak Bodies
Human Service Organisations
Aboriginal Community Controlled Organisations
Government (all levels)

The plan is about connecting the industry to build capacity, capability
and collective strengths; it identifies priority areas that need to be
addressed and desired outcomes that the industry wish to achieve. It is
also a tool to influence government in the development of future policy,
funding and support.

Achieving the defined outcomes will help the industry
maximise growth and workforce opportunities whilst
delivering high quality services. It will highlight the significant
role that the industry plays in the lives and well-being of
all Territorians who access human services, and place the
industry in a sustainable position against ongoing reform
and change.
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The extensive consultation period was undertaken across the Northern
Territory, resulting in:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

The NT Human Services Industry Plan Discussion Paper and Discussion Paper Summary
Online survey feedback
Regional consultation Forums held in Darwin, Katherine, Nhulunbuy, Alice Springs
and Tennant Creek where a Consultants Report was provided
Feedback from interviews with key stakeholders including Government Agencies, Not forProfit
Organisations (NFP), Aboriginal Community Controlled Organisations (ACCO’s) and private
businesses, in the form of face-to-face, and where necessary, over the phone
Submissions (both written and verbal), from people working within the NT Human Services sector
Industry symposiums to validate the findings from the consultations

Consultation went as far North West as Wadeye, as far South West as Kintore. Central north to
Maningrida. North East to Nhulunbuy, and down through the centre of the Northern Territory to
Alice Springs and surrounds.

Maningrida

Nhulunbuy

Darwin & surrounds

Thamarrurr
Katherine region

Over 300 voices from the
Human Services Industry
have been heard. Across
81 different organisations
(urban, rural and remote)

Tennant Creek

Kintore
Alice Springs & surrounds

Forum attendees		
Individual Interviews
Presentations			
Written Submissions
Survey responses		
Advisory Group 		
Symposiums			

127
67
7
2
87
12
44
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Consultation timeframe
The timeline below shows the consultation period from March 2019 through to September 2019 (this excludes prior consultation
with industry experts to develop the Discussion Paper).
Human Services Industry Plan (HSIP)
Consultation Timeline 2019

(PRIOR) MARCH
A discussion paper
was developed in
consultation with
industry experts to
guide the wider
consultation process
17/5
Nhulunbuy
22/5
10/5 Tennant
Darwin Creek

MARCH
Consultation
period starts
(EARLY) MARCH
Online survey open

APRIL

MAY
Regional
forums
conducted

21/05
Alice
Springs

15/05
Katherine

6/09
Darwin
Symposium held

JUNE
Face to face
interviews

JULY
Written submissions

19/07
Online survey closed

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER
Symposiums to
validate the findings
and actions

OCTOBER
End of consultation
period

9/09
Alice Springs
Symposium held

Overall, the regional forums made up the largest proportion of the consultations, followed by the online survey being the second largest.

A Connected Industry

Some of the things we heard during consultations...

A more connected approach, following the person-centred idea and
creating links and pathways
- Forum

- Survey
Connecting, collaborating and sharing information is wital in providing person-centered, place-based, evidence-based, culturally safe and secure services.
- Forum
The Territory is a unique setting for delivering human services and there are real
differences between the regions.
- Forum

- Survey
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Strong and Sustainable
Organisations

Good governance & leadership are fundamental in building strong and
sustainable organisations
- Forum

- Survey
Flexible, evidence-based funding models are needed to deliver long-term
sustainable outcomes, whilst supporting innovation and collaboration in
the Industry

- Forum

- Survey

The Human Services Industry is a large & significant part of the Territory’s
economic and social framework; advocacy is needed across all
stakeholders
- Forum
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Skilled Workforce
The importance of developing a community workforce was widely acknowledged, as were the challenges
of training & qualifications, being job ready, and cultural safety and security.

More support in the trainee area with mentors
-Forum

- Survey
Take the time to plan how you develop
a person in the role. Make sure the
organisation is committed to changing
practices to accommodate local need. Be
involved and devlop relationships in the
local community
- Forum

- Survey

- Survey
Providing culturally safe and secure working
environments is critical. The growing workforce
also requires holistic, wrap-around support to
help build capacity.
- Forum

Review some of the barriers which may include industry legislation
that omits employability. Creating/ strengthening of culturally
safe work spaces, access to transport to get to and from work,
supporting individuals with work stamina and other work readiness
programs such as IT skills
- Forum
The workforce requires a mobile, and highly skilled workforce
supported by multi-disciplinary workers. In the Territory, recruitment
and retention has its challenges.
- Forum
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Quality Services
Community control and planning is important in delivering
place-based services that meet a persons needs holistically,
making them truly person-centred.
- Forum

Logistics and infrastructure inhibit access
and availability; a coordinated and planned
approach needs to be considered.
- Forum

To deliver consistent, high quality services, capacity and
culture needs to be considered
- Forum
Whilst every client, organisation and region in the Territory are unique, the challenges and opportunities were
aligned, delivery of high quality and efficient services is something we all aspire to.

symposiums

- Survey

Two symposiums were held at the end of the consultation period to:
•
•
•

Identify priority areas for development, and the desired outcomes the human services over the short, medium and longer term
Discuss and develop initiatives to help grow strong and sustainable organisations across a culturally safe and connected industry
Come together as unified Industry, one which provides significant investment into the economic and social outcomes of the Northern Territory through the provision of
consistent, quality human services

At the symposiums, participants also voted on the vision for the next 10 years:

“Strong and inclusive organisations, supporting our people, our cultures and our
communities through quality human services”.
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Consolidated feedback from the various consultations identified twelve priority areas of focus.
Many of these priority areas are interconnected, each influencing the other in order for organisations to deliver quality services.

The industry’s 12 priority areas of focus:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Collaboration
Information & Communication
Governance and leadership
Sustainability
Advocacy
Attraction and retention
Cultural safety
Capacity building
Community workforce and training
Community Led
Access & Availability
Delivery

Priority areas were listed under the below four key themes that
create the framework for the industry plan:

•

A Connected Industry

•

Strong and Sustainable Organisations

•

A Skilled Workforce

•

Quality Services

NOTE: During the consultation phase, ‘strong organisations’ and ‘sustainable funding’
were used as themes to support focused discussion. However, it was acknowledged that
to have a strong organisation it had to be sustainable; therefore, these themes have been
amalgamated to represent “strong and sustainable organisations”.
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Aligning the 12 priority areas to the key themes - This will assist with mapping the industry goals and desired outcomes for the next ten years.

A Connected Industry

Strong & Sustainable
Organisations

A Skilled Workforce

Quality Services

Our Strategic Priorities (12 priority areas)
To develop efficiencies and excellence
through Collaboration

To develop strong Governance &
Leadership in our Human Services
Industry

To Attract & Retain a skilled workforce
of the future

To Deliver consistent, high quality services

To connect our Industry through sharing
of Information & Communication of
best practise

To ensure our Industry and organisations To be a Culturally Safe Industry for all
are Sustainable

To ensure all Territorians have Access &
Availability of services

To build Advocacy to influence and drive To Build Capacity of our workforce
change

To support Community Led planning and
delivery of services

To focus on Community Workforce
Development and the future of our
communities
Our Goals & Aspirations
We work collaboratively to deliver
We have strong governance and
meaningful support where and when it is leadership of our organisations and our
needed
communities

We are an employment industry of
choice

We work with people and communities to codesign our services

We work cohesively across industry
and with governments for continual
improvement and greater outcomes

Our leaders represent our communities
and our communities lead our planning

We are leaders of a culturally safe and
secure Industry, creating respectful and
inclusive workplaces for all employees

Every Territorian is supported to live the best
quality of life possible

We are responsible and trusted
stakeholders of our industry and our
communities

We have strong and sustainable
organisations and partnerships

We have professional career pathways

Human services are considered at all stages of
place-based planning

We collect, use & share evidence of best
practise across Northern Australia

We are funded to provide personcentred supports to better the lives of all
Territorians

We have a highly qualified and valued
workforce

Our unpaid workforce is valued, heard and
supported

We recognise and advocate for the social Our local community workforce receives
and economic value of the industry
the support, training and development
required
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NEXT STEPS
The Human Services Industry Governance Group (HSIPGG) provided sound governance and leadership
throughout the planning process. To ensure ongoing certainty for the industry, the HSIPGG will continue
to provide oversight and support during development of the Action Plan and while project capacity is
established, and until such time as governance is transitioned to the NT Government and Non-Government
Organisations Partnership Group (NNPG).
As an experienced group of decision makers from the NGO sector and the NT Government, the purpose of the
NNPG is to:
• improve partnerships between the NT Government and NGO sector to support the government’s
social reforms;
• influence and add value to whole-of-government and NGO activities to carry out these reforms;
• support engagement between NTG agencies and the NGO sector at a senior level; and
• identify emerging issues and opportunities for both the NT Government and NGO sector.
Support needed to undertake next steps:
Appropriate industry body to apply for an NTG special projects secondment position to provide project
capacity to lead, develop and manage implementation of the Action Plan; and Identify longer-term capacity
post initial implementation, to support medium and longer-term priorities and future-proofing of the Plan and
the industry.

Planning

Consultation

Report

Action Plan

Keep informed on the most recent information by visiting our website:
https://www.nthsip.com
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